Abstract. This paper introduces a novel 2-stage classification system with stacking and genetic algorithm (GA) based feature selection. Specifically, Level1 data is first generated by stacking on the original data (called Level0 data) with base classifiers. Level1data is then classified by a second classifier (denoted by C) with feature selection using GA. The advantage of applying GA on Level1 data is that it has lower dimension and is more uniformity than Level0 data. We conduct experiments on both 18 UCI data files and CLEF2009 medical image database to demonstrate superior performance of our model in comparison with several popular combining algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Combining classifiers to improve classification performance has been shown to be an effective strategy [1] [2] [3] [4] . In general, the more the differences in the training sets, base classifiers and feature sets, the better the combining output will be since they tend to capture different aspects of the classification task. Duin [1] summarized six combining strategies for multiple classifier systems: (a) different initializations, (b) different parameter choices, (c) different architectures, (d) different classifiers, (e) different training sets, and (f) different feature sets. In a two stage classification model, the base classifiers are normally chosen to be significantly difference to each other. To train the base classifiers, Ting [5] developed the Stacking Algorithm where the training set is divided into several equal disjoint parts and each part plays as the test set once while the others play as the training set. The output of Stacking-based algorithms is a set of fuzzy label [2] , which gives the posterior probability that each observation belongs to an individual class according to each classifier. The set of posterior probability of all observation is called Level1 data. Let N as the number of observations, K as the number of base classifiers and M as the number of classes { } 
The Level1 data of an observation X is defined by:
Based on stacking, several well-known combining classifiers algorithms were introduced. Kuncheva [3] defined Decision Profile (denoted by ( ) DP X ) of an observation X as equal to Level1(X) (eqn. 2) and Decision Template of ) and ( ) DP X , class label of X is predicted. Merz [11] proposed an algorithm called SCANN which first uses stacking result and the true label of learning set to build indicator matrix and applied Correspondence Analysis (CA) to that matrix to understand the relationship between observation and its class label. Then, K Nearest Neighbor is used to classify unlabeled observation on the Level1 data based on output of CA.
Kittler [18] introduced fixed rules to combine outputs from classifiers. The difference between fixed rules and trainable combining algorithms is that fixed rule is pre-chosen and does not involve training on Level1 data.. Six fixed combing rules evaluated in this paper are Sum, Product, Max, Min, Median and Majority Vote.
Two interesting questions related to multi classifier system are whether there exist a subset of base classifiers and a subset of features that could achieve better classification results than the original sets? The first question is classifier selection problem. It means that in some situations, system with the elimination of some base classifiers may perform better than system with all base classifiers. The second question, which is the main subject of this paper, is feature selection. The purpose of this task is to reduce the number of features from feature set while still maintaining acceptable accuracy. In fact, some attributes of an object may have low discriminative power because of their nature and measurement bias. As a result, subset formed by removing these attributes may be more discriminative than its superset.
2
RECENT WORK
2-Stage model
The idea of 2-stage model was published in [6] where K different feature vectors extracted from an object is used by K base classifiers respectively. However, extracting K feature vectors from an object is not always feasible so here we propose applying Stacking Algorithm to the 2-stage model as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the first stage, the dataset is classified by K base classifiers by Stacking and their output is Level1 data (eqn. 1). Next, the Level1 data is classified by a new classifier (denoted by C in Fig.1 ). Level1 data can be viewed as "scaled results" given by K base classifiers (Level1 data is real value scaled in [0, 1]).
Our proposed model is very flexible in that the base classifiers can be chosen as different as possible (Strategy d) [1] while C is another arbitrary classifier. Here, the K base classifiers play the role of generating Level1 data from Level0 data by stacking, and then this new data is classified by C. Our aim is to gain lower error rate in comparison to when C is applied directly to Level0 data (classification directly by C), best result from all base classifiers, as well as popular combining classifier algorithms namely fixed rules, SCANN [11] and Decision Template [2] . 
GA in multi classifier system
Feature selection is an important technique in pattern recognition, data analysis and data mining [7] . Generally speaking, methods that transform features to a new domain with a reduction in the dimension of feature can be treated as feature selection. Therefore, strategy to solve this problem is very diverse, for instance, linear transformations, search techniques and Genetic Algorithm (GA). Here, we review literatures about GA for multi classifier system. Kuncheva [4] introduced join and disjoin mechanism for GA approach. Firstly, chromosome was encoded by { }
means that feature associated with this point is only used by th k classifier and 0 is otherwise. In the second version, classifier encoding was added in the same chromosome with feature encoding, in which Venn diagram and integer values were used for feature and classifier encoding, respectively. In Kuncheva's experiment, the first version was not good while the second version is hard to implement since Venn diagram becomes more Level 1 data K base classifiers C complicated with many classifiers. Nanni [9] employed GA to improve SCANN algorithm [11] by building representations where each includes encoding of M classes. Gabrys [8] tried to put classifier, feature and rule encoding in a single chromosome as a 3-dimensional cube. However, the above 2 approaches are hard to implement because of complicated crossover stage.
In our experiments, error rates of classification task on Level1 data of several data sources are not significantly improved compared with that of classification directly by C. It motivated us to apply GA on Level1data in order to achieve lower error rate. In the next section, we propose a novel chromosome encoding on Level1 data. After that, empirical evaluations are conducted on 18 UCI data files and CLEF 2009 medical image database to compare its performance with several existing algorithms. Finally, we conclude with some discussion about future developments.
2-STAGE GA ON LEVEL1 DATA
As mention above, Level1 data usually has fewer dimension than Level0 data, for example, binary classification by 3 base classifiers only generates Level1 data with 6 dimensions. So if GA is applied to Level1 data, it saves computation cost by reducing the number of initial chromosomes in population while still has good opportunity to achieve global optimum. Besides, Level1 data can be viewed as transformation from feature domain to posterior domain where data is reshaped by posterior probability. Observations that belong to the same class have greater chance to locate nearby in the new domain. Therefore, it is expected that Level1 data will have more discriminative power than the original data.
As mentioned above, each base classifier outputs the predictions as posterior probability values that an observation is belonged to predefined classes. Outcome of combining classifiers algorithm may be degraded by unreliable predictions from base classifiers. The idea of feature selection on Level1 data is to select reliable predictions of a base classifier for combining algorithms and discard unreliable predictions. As a result, the discriminant ability of new Level1 data is more power than the original Level1 data.
To apply GA on Level1 data, we propose the following chromosome structure. Each chromosome includes M K × genes due to the number of features of Level1 data. We use two elements {0,1} to encode for each gene in a chromosome in which:
At crossover stage, we employ single splitter since the same single random point is selected on all pairs of parents. Each parent exchanges its head with the other while keeps its tail. After this stage, two new offspring chromosomes are generated. Next, based on mutation probability, we select random genes on two offspring chromosomes and change its values by 0 1 → or 1 0 → . This mutation helps GA reach not only local extreme values but also global one. Here we select the accuracy of classifier C as fitness value of GA. Our GA approach is detailed below: • Withdraw with replacement L/2 pairs from population, conduct crossover and mutation (based on PMul) to generate new L chromosomes.
• Add new L chromosomes to population.
• 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments on several types of data namely UCI data files [13] and CLEF 2009 medical image database. Since only a single dataset was available for both training and testing, 10-fold cross validation was performed. The procedure was run 10 times so a total of 100 test results were obtained. In our assessment, we compared the error rates of 11 methods: six fixed rules (Sum, Product, Max, Min, Median and Majority Vote), best result from base classifiers, classification directly by C, 2-stage model, two well-known combining algorithms (Decision Template and SCANN) and our 2-stage model with Level1 feature selection by GA (2-stage GAFS). To initialize parameters of GA, we set mutation probability PMul = 0.015, population size L = 20. Three base classifiers namely Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Naïve Bayes and K Nearest Neighbor (with K set to 5, denoted as 5-NN) are selected. The second classifier C is a Decision Tree. Finally, paired t-test was used (level of significance set to 0.05) on the results of our model and a benchmark algorithm for statistical significance.
UCI Data files
We chose 18 data files with 2 classes (Bupa, Artificial, Sonar, etc…) to 6 classes (Dermatology). The number of attributes also changes in a wide range from only 3 (Haberman) to 60 (Sonar). The number of observations in each file also varies considerably, from small files like Fertility to quite big files such as Skin&NonSkin (Table1). Our purpose is to conduct an objective experiment to evaluate the advantage of our approach for a diversity of data sources. At the preprocessing step, we remove missing observations. Experimental results on all 18 files are summarized in Table 2 , 3, 4 and 5.
First, it is interesting to note that classification result from the 2-stage model is not significant better than classification directly by Decision Tree on Level0 data. There are 8 cases where direct classification by Decision Tree is better than the 2-stage model and 8 cases where performance is worse. The proposed 2-stage GAFS model, on the other hand, is significantly better than both Decision Tree and the 2-stage model. Our model obtained 12 wins and only 3 losses compared with the former and 11 wins and 0 loss compared with the latter.
Next, we compare the 2-Stage GAFS approach to the best result from three base classifiers. Finally, the dimensions of Level0 data, Level1 data and data of 2-Stage GAFS model are compared. From Fig. 2 we can see that GA helps reduce the number of features significantly while error rate is maintained at acceptable value (Table 4) . There are only 4 files, Iris, Balance, Titanic and Page Blocks, where GAFS approach gives higher dimension than that of Level0 data; i.e. 1, 3, 2 and 1 higher, respectively. However, in the others files, the proposed GA outperforms Level0 data, especially on 
CLEF2009
The CLEF2009 medical image dataset collected by Archen University includes 15363 medical images which are allocated to 193 hierarchical categories. Information about images in this dataset and their class is showed in Table 7 . The images are first histogram equalized and then the feature vector of image is extracted using Histogram of Local Binary Pattern (HLBP) [12] . The base classifiers we used are LDA, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) and Naïve Bayes, and C is 5-NN. By changing base classifiers and C, we want to illustrate the flexible characteristic of our model. Experimental results are illustrated in Table 8 .
Again, the benefits of our 2-stage GAFS approach are obvious. It helps reduce both the dimensions of feature on Level1 data and the error rates on the 10-class dataset. Our 2-Stage GAFS outperforms (paired t-test at p = 0.05) best result from base classifiers, 5 fixed rules (Sum, Max, Min, Median and Majority Vote) and 5-NN and is competitive with 2-stage model, Product rule, Decision Template and SCANN. Besides, the dimension of data is reduced from 32 to 30 and then 25 in the case of Level0 data, Level1data and 2-Stage GAFS, respectively. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced a novel multi classifier system based on Stacking Algorithm and GA feature selection in which GA feature selection is applied on Level1 data. Our aim is not only to build an effective classification model but also to find a subset of Level1 data which have better discriminative power than its superset. Extensive experiments on 18 UCI data files and CLEF2009 have demonstrated the benefits of our 2-Stage GA feature selection approach on Level1 data.
In the near future, we plan to improve our model by combining it with GA approach on Level0 data to solve both the feature and classifier selection problems in multi classifier systems. It is expected to result in significantly better combining classifiers model.
